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For listeners of Kate Atkinson and Tana French comes a pause-resisting literary mystery that
brings to life the complex and wholly relatable Manon Bradshaw, a strong-willed detective
assigned to a high-risk missing person case.At 39, Manon Bradshaw is a devoted and
respected member of the Cambridgeshire police force, and though she loves her job, what she
longs for is a personal life. Single and distant from her family, she wants a husband and children
of her own. One night, after yet another disastrous Internet date, she turns on her police radio to
help herself fall asleep - and receives an alert that sends her to a puzzling crime scene.Edith
Hind - a beautiful graduate student at Cambridge University and daughter of the surgeon to the
Royal Family - has been missing for nearly 24 hours. Her home offers few clues: a smattering of
blood in the kitchen, her keys and phone left behind, the front door ajar but showing no signs of
forced entry. Manon instantly knows that this case will be big - and that every second is crucial to
finding Edith alive.The investigation starts with Edith's loved ones: her attentive boyfriend, her
reserved best friend, her patrician parents. As the search widens and press coverage reaches a
frenzied pitch, secrets begin to emerge about Edith's tangled love life and her erratic behavior
leading up to her disappearance. With no clear leads, Manon summons every last bit of her skill
and intuition to close the case, and what she discovers will have shocking consequences not
just for Edith's family but for Manon herself.Suspenseful and keenly observed, Missing,
Presumed is a brilliantly twisting novel of how we seek connection, grant forgiveness, and reveal
the truth about who we are.

About the AuthorSteve Turner is the author of Trouble Man: The Life and Death of Marvin Gaye,
A Hard Day's Write: The Stories Behind Every Beatles' Song, Hungry for Heaven: Rock and Roll
and the Search for Redemption, Jack Kerouac: Angelheaded Hipster, and Van Morrison: Too
Late to Stop Now. His articles have appeared in Rolling Stone, Mojo, Q, and the London Times.
He lives in London with his wife and two children.
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Carol Bell, “A Very Good Book Indeed!. "Missing, Presumed" is an excellent first novel. It is
furthermore a very good detective novel (this from a great admirer of the detective novels of the
Golden Age). Clearly, Susie Steiner can write; equally clearly, she has been a reader of good
books. I am glad indeed that she has chosen to devote her talent and compassion to this
genre.Note: I gave the book 4 stars rather than 5 only because I tend to save that 5th star for
those novelsI would include in my list of the greatest novels I've read — and, at age 84, there are
many contenders!”

Laurel-Rain Snow, “CHARACTER-DRIVEN MYSTERY. On a night in December 2010, DS
Manon Bradshaw, of the Cambridgeshire police, is trying once again to find “the one.” Internet
dating has been terribly disappointing, especially this latest one. But, at thirty-nine, she longs for
a family, with children, so she keeps trying.Back in her flat, while falling asleep, she listens to the
police radio, as was her custom. But first she spends some time whining to best friend Bryony
about her miserable dating life. Tonight’s radio is still a comfort…until it isn’t. There is a call to
action…a missing person case.Meanwhile, in her lovely Hampstead home, Miriam Hind is
enjoying her Sunday, thinking of how glad she is to have a daughter, Edith, and imagines her
caring for her in her old age. Her husband Ian, a surgeon, and a physician who treats the royal
family, is out somewhere, enjoying the day.All of these lives are about to be upended…the
missing person case involves Edith Hind, and while the clues are puzzling, the detectives are
consumed with following them. What we learn of Edith as we go along is that she is self-
absorbed, narcissistic, and careless with others. Others will fall by the wayside during the quest
and the publicity, including Edith’s friend Helena Reed.
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kept me reading, and while there were many red herrings along the way, none of the
troublesome mysteries would bring this reader to suspect what had actually happened. There
were also some moments between colleagues that were enjoyable. I liked Manon, her partner,
Davy, and another of her attempts at a relationship with a man called Alan Prenderghast. Sadly,



a disappointment. But then she finds a ten-year-old boy, Fly Kent, whose brother Taylor has
been killed…and whose mother is sick. She looks in on him, pays for someone to keep him fed,
and waits.In the end, I liked how the pieces came together, and look forward to reading more
about Manon and her life. 4.5 stars.”

suzanne, “Interesting. Detectives near Cambridge trying to locate a missing person under
complicated circumstances. Connections within British society and pressure to solve add to
other crimes that turn out to be connected. Personal issues make it hard for detectives to stay
close on the trail and trying to help involved families complicate things further.”

prisrob, “Where We Started. Manon Bradshaw, identifies herself as a Detective Sargeant in the
Cambridgeshire Major Incident Division, and as a very lonely 39 year old woman. Her life is her
work, and the endless meetings with men she has met via a dating service. None have proved to
be the right man, but she continues to meet up, almost every evening. Does she give off the air
of desperation, maybe. But, it is her work that brings the most pleasure, and her colleagues are
her best friends.A young Cambridge graduate student has gone missing. Her boyfriend found
the door to their home open, blood streaked on the wall, and all the coats layng on the floor. This
is Manon's case, along with her partner, Davy, and her Detective Inspector Harriet. Thus begins
the investigation into a very long and involved case of looking for Edith Hinds.What I really liked
about this book, is that the story is told from differing perspectives of all of the involved
characters. Manon gets the most narration, but Mariam, Edith's mom,; Davy, Manon's partner;
and Helena, Edith's good friend all tell their stories. This is as much a novel about the characters
as well as the disappearance of Edith Hind. We get to know them well, and we get to see how
Manon's mind works, and how she goes about taking the clues and solving cases. Not
everything is fun and games, a lot of personal issues, and family dysfunctions come to the fore.
This book is anything but a straight forward mystery. It is full of life, and gives us a look into the
world of police work outside of London.The author, Susie Steiner, is a journalist and worked for
the Guardian. She has a journalist's mind, and the detail in this novel is exacting and very well
done. We get to know the characters through the kind of detail that is present, and the precise
words needed for each sentence. This novel was a pleasure to read, and I look forward to more
if DS Bradshaw.Recommended. prisrob 11-13-16”

The Bagster, “Disfunction writ large. I very nearly missed this. First of all, Susie Steiner used to
work for the Guardian and I haven’t knowingly read anything by an inmate at that home for the
differently sane since the days of Saint Mugg. Then, when I read a positive review of Steiner’s
latest book in the Sunday Times, I followed my usual practice of ordering the author’s first book,
The Homecoming. All I can tell you about that is that the first third is very well written but not my
sort of thing. I didn’t get further than the first third, so I can’t tell you any more – except that it is
not a crime novel, and crime novels were what the Sunday Times review had led me to expect.



I’m still not sure why I persevered. Perhaps it was because The Homecoming, though not for me,
was so well written and the characters so clearly understood by the author. Anyway, persevere I
did, and I bought her second book, Missing, Presumed. This IS a crime book and it’s one of the
best I’ve read for some time.This is a heavily oversubscribed genre and writers are giving us
every kind of dysfunctional nutcase as a copper in the hope of triggering interest from a TV
company. And many people would call Detective Sergeant Manon Bradshaw a dysfunctional
nutcase – but, if she is, she is an exceptionally well realised dysfunctional nutcase. In fact, in
many ways, this is a novel about dysfunction. What Susie Steiner gives us is:• A whole cast of
well realised, fully understood characters• A well worked out plot• A satisfying ending that
matches both plot and cast.There are some really tasty attractions. The missing woman, Edith
Hind, is a stunning model of self-absorption reminiscent of the “hero” of John Lanchester’s The
Debt to Pleasure. Her chap is another. And as for the lonely detective sergeant’s idea of wooing,
if I thought she had my address, I’d turn out the lights and lock the doors.Steiner is at home,
whether writing about the upper crust or the underclass. On the one hand, we have a surgeon to
the Queen who thinks nothing of calling his old school friend and Bullingdon co-member, now
Home Secretary, to get the police moving in his preferred direction. On the other, we have a
mother struggling (and failing) to give her 10-year-old son even the most basic survival tools
(food. Warmth. Shelter). And we don’t hesitate to accept either portrait.An excellent book, which
I warmly recommend.”

D. Beecher, “Character led police procedural.. I feel like if you are an Anne Cleeves or Elizabeth
George fan that you will probably love this book. I thought it was utterly brilliant and I can't wait to
read more. This is an intelligent book for adults. I don't mean that disparagingly towards YA, I
love YA. I just mean that it deals with themes like what do you do if your 39 and lonely. If you've
raised your family at the cost of your career. If your in a job because you want to protect people
and yet you can't keep a ten year old kids safe from his family.But this book is not going to be for
all crime fans, I understand why there is such a spread of reviews. Those who want a tightly
wound, intricate plot, with chase scenes and big revelations may not enjoy this book. It actually
feels more like true crime which means weird lacunae when the investigation stalls. Equally
those who like a cozy crime may not enjoy the unflinching exposure of the state of Britain's
welfare state. There is nothing formulaic about this book and that can be a bit jarring if you just
wanted a bit of escapism.The police procedural is just a jumping off point for Susie Steiner, her
real genius is in characters and their relationships. There is amazing honesty and originality in
how she explores the characters of Manon, Davy and Miriam. They make stupid mistakes and
you pause for a moment going why would they do that then you realise, this is how real people
act, messily, on impulse, under the influence of unseen pressures. As you read the book they
become realer and realer. With a thread of humour which prevented it from being utterly dark. So
even though I guessed the ending, I didn't care, I wanted to see how these characters would
respond and move on.”



J - loves books, reads books, “Really enjoyed. I’m not going into a long conversation about this
book suffice to say I really enjoyed Missing, Presumed it is beautifully written, held my attention
throughout. I thought the characters well drawn and had no problem with the multiple voices
used to tell the story. Indeed it was an interesting way to order the storyline and bring in thoughts
from these individuals that might otherwise have become cumbersome to include if, indeed, they
would have been told at all.In fact, I enjoyed this book so much that I bought the following two
books in the series!I hope you too will read this book and enjoy it as much as I did.”

The book by John Ganapes has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 3,197 people have provided feedback.
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